
LECTURE 1: DIAGNOSTIC STATISTICS 

• Sensitivity and specificity 

o The sensitivity of a diagnostic test indicates the tests ability to detect those 

patients who actually have the disorder. 

o The specificity of a diagnostic test indicates the tests ability to detect those 

patients who actually do not have the condition. 

o EBP applies to assessment and treatment equally. 

o SnOUT:  If Sensitivity is high, a negative test result will rule the disorder OUT. 

If the test result is negative, we are confident that the disorder can be ruled 

out. 

o SpIN: If Specificity is high, a positive test will rule the disorder IN. If the test 

result is positive, we are confident that the patient has the disorder. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Predictive values 

o PPV = the likelihood that a patient with a positive test actually has 

the disorder.  

o NPV = the likelihood that a patient with a negative test does not have the 

disorder.  

o Predictive values only apply when the clinical prevalence is identical to the 

prevalence reported in the study. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



• Likelihood ratios 

o A positive Likelihood Ratio indicates how much more likely a positive test 

finding is in people who have the condition than in those who don’t. 

▪ +LR = sensitivity/(1 –specificity) 

o A negative Likelihood Ratio indicates how much more likely a negative test 

finding is in people who have the condition than in those who don’t. 

▪ ‐LR = (1 –sensitivity)/ specificity 

o Positive likelihood ratio >10: Very good at ruling in. 

o Negative likelihood ratio <0.1: Very good at ruling out. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o What we thought before + the test information = What we think after 

o Pre‐test probability + Likelihood ratios = Post‐test probability 

o When combining 2 tests, the 1st post-test probability becomes the pre-test 

probability for the 2nd test. 

o When pre-test probability is very high, negative test results are usually false 

negatives. 

o When pre‐test probability is very low, positive test results are usually false positives. 

o For the primary diagnostic hypothesis, i.e. the single most likely explanation for the p

atient’s presenting problem, choose the test(s) with the highest specificity and the la

rgest positive likelihood ratio to confirm the diagnosis. 

o For the secondary diagnostic hypothesis, i.e. a credible alternative explanation, choo

se the test(s) with the highest sensitivity and the smallest negative likelihood ratio to 

exclude this disorder. 

 

 

 


